Mhc-DRB genes and the origin of New World monkeys.
The major histocompatibility complex (Mhc) is a family of loci characterized by its relatively rapid evolutionary turnover, large genetic distances between genes, and long persistence of allelic lineages effected by balancing selection. These features render the Mhc highly suitable for answering questions concerning speciation and adaptive radiation. The aim of the present study was to use Mhc-DRB genes to make inferences about the founding population of the Platyrrhini. Three segments, each approximately 300 base pairs in length, of the platyrrhine DRB genes were amplified by the polymerase chain reaction and sequenced. The segments were derived from intron 2, exon 3, and exon 6 of DRB genes from different species of New World monkeys. The results of the study have revealed that on a phylogenetic tree, all of the tested platyrrhine genes appear to form a single cluster, while all catarrhine DRB genes form a distinct cluster, although the bootstrap values fail to provide statistically significant support for the separation of these two clades. This observation suggests that the multiple platyrrhine genes originated from a single ancestral gene after the divergence of the Platyrrhini and Catarrhini and thus contradicts the results of an earlier study in which some exon 2 DRB sequences appeared to predate the split of the two primate groups. The inconsistency in the DRB gene phylogeny can be explained by postulating convergent evolution for the peptide-binding region of the DRB exon 2 sequences. The phylogeny of the platyrrhine DRB genes (except for exon 2) is relatively "shallow"; the distances between genes are relatively short (in comparison to the catarrhine DRB genes), and there is a tendency for sequences of individual species to cluster together. The phylogeny of the platyrrhine DRB genes is consistent with the postulate that a small population founded the group and that there is an ongoing adaptive radiation from small, relatively isolated founding populations.